Stagnation point flows have been widely used to study the deformation and break-up of objects in two-dimensional pure straining flows. Here, we report a systematic study of the characterisation of stagnation point flows in two devices, a miniature Taylor's four-roll mill and a cross-slot microchannel. The aim of the study is to find the best platform suitable for investigating the effect of strain rate on the mechanical properties of waterborne microorganisms. Using micro-PIV, the velocity field and the strain rates in both devices were measured at different flow rates and compared with an ideal hyperbolic stagnation point flow. The cross-slot microchannel was found to be a better experimental device than the miniature four-roll mill for the purpose of confining micron-sized objects in a controlled stagnation point flow. This is mainly due to the difficulty of maintaining a fixed location for the stagnation point within one micron in the miniature four-roll mill and achieving high strain rates beyond 10 s -1 . However, with no moving parts, the cross-slot microchannel was found to maintain a steady flow with the stagnation point varying less than one micron at a cross-junction of 400 × 400 µm 2 , and was able to reach uniform strain rates up to 140 s -1 .
Introduction
Stretching objects in extensional fluid flows and studying their deformation and breakage have been widely carried out during the last century. Different techniques exist to enable one to produce extensional flows. These include changing the crosssectional area of the flow by contraction or expansion [1] , thinning fluid filaments using jetting or dripping [2] , and bifurcating the flow [3] using two opposed laminar streams (stagnation point flow).
Stagnation point flow has the advantage of providing a spatially uniform strain rate. Moreover, it enables one to study the deformation of an object at a certain fixed location (i.e. at the stagnation point).
In the present study we are interested in providing a platform for trapping microorganisms at the stagnation point and subjecting them to high strain rates with water based solutions as a medium. This enables one to investigate the effect of the strain rate on cyanobacteria, which is the cause of significant water contamination issues worldwide. For this purpose we assess two devices, a miniature four-roll mill and a cross slot microchannel. In the following we provide a brief overview of these devices.
Four-roll mill
The most common apparatus to produce an extensional stagnation point flow is a four-roll mill. A four-roll mill is a device that contains four cylindrical rollers in a fluid container (schematically shown in figure 1). Each roller axis is set parallel to each other symmetrically in a square layout. The four-roll mill was invented by G. I. Taylor in 1934 to investigate the deformation of fluid droplets [3] . By systematic direction of the rotation of the rollers (as shown in the top image in figure 1 ), a pure extensional stagnation point flow can be produced in a four-roll mill and the velocity equations are given by:
where γ is the strain rate of the flow. Pure extensional stagnation point flow has a zerovelocity/stagnation point (x=y=0 in figure 1 ), and linear velocity increments with distance x and y.
The flow has hyperbolic streamlines (x.y=const.) and spatially uniform stain rate (γ=const.). An object that is placed in the stagnation point experiences an attractive force along the compressional axis, whilst it experiences a repulsive force along the extensional axis [4] . A large number of researchers have measured and characterised the flow in four-roll mills [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and have investigated the dynamics of single droplets in the stagnation point flow generated in four-roll mills [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Andreotti et al. [9] investigated the stability of the strain field in a four-roll mill. They showed that the pure straining flow becomes intrinsically unstable through a supercritical bifurcation to form an array of counter-rotating vortices aligned in the stretching direction. This was also confirmed by Philip and Cohen [14] using numerical simulation of an irrotational unbounded plane stagnation flow.
It was found that the strain rate varies proportional to the rollers' frequency of the four-roll mill (f 4rm = 2πΩ), where Ω is the angular speed of the rollers [9] . In particular, the velocity gradient (strain rate) in the central region to scale as f 4rm :
The proportionally coefficients were κ = 1.4 for a mixture of 10% glycerol in water and κ = 2.7 for the 99% glycerol [9] . These values were approximately a quarter of that (κ = 5.1) found by Taylor [3] .
However, there is no report of coefficients of proportionality for water in previous works, as water is more susceptible to instability due to its reduced viscosity compared to other fluids, such as glycerol.
Furthermore, it appears that κ varies with the fluid medium as well as with the design parameters of the four-roll mill.
Pure extensional flow becomes intrinsically unstable through a supercritical bifurcation to form an array of counter-rotating vortices aligned in the stretching direction. The Reynolds number in a four-roll mill can be defined as [9] :
where ∆ is the spacing between four-roll mill rollers, γ is the strain rate and ν is the kinematic viscosity. [7, 9] . Another potential issue caused by the low critical Reynolds number in a four-roll mill is the limitation in increasing the flow strain rate, as the strain rate is directly proportional to Reynolds number. The maximum strain rate that has been reached in a four-roll mill was reported to be about 7 s -1 [9] . In hindsight, these facts might appear to limit studying the dynamics of micronsized objects. We note that all the previous works used highly viscous fluids and large scale four-roll mills, where the gap between the rollers was O(10 mm) and higher.
Cross-slot microfluidic device
Another device that produces the same type of extensional stagnation point flow is a cross-slot microfluidic device, which can be used to study the deformation and break-up of micron-sized objects. A cross-slot type microfluidic device or simply a crossslot microchannel, consists of two micron-sized inlet channels with two converging streams and two outlet channels with two diverging streams. Both outlet channels (extensional axis) are set out perpendicular to the inlet channels (compressional axis) in a horizontal plane, schematically shown in figure 2.
At the intersection of the cross-junction, where the two laminar flows meet, a two-dimensional straining flow with a zero-velocity (stagnation) point is generated. The flow generated at the intersection of the cross-slot is similar to that of the Taylor's four-roll mill [3] with hyperbolic streamlines and the velocity field given by equation 1. Similar to four-roll mills, cross-slot microfluidic devices have been used for the characterisation and observation of deformation and breakup of bubbles and droplets [16] . However, they have also been used for confining micron-size beads [4, [17] [18] [19] , trapping a motile bacterium [20] , stretching a DNA polymer strain [4, [21] [22] [23] and for phenotyp-ing of cancerous cells [24, 25] under pure straining flows. However, no systematic experimental measurements to characterise the flow in cross slot microchannels exist.
Cross-slot microchannels emerged with the advent of MEM's technology. They were first used to trap micron-sized objects such as DNA molecules [26] . However, this was limited to short-term confinement of the target as the stagnation point in this flow is a semi-equilibrium stable point. Over the last several years, using an image-based active control system, long-term trapping of a single micron-sized object became possible. Schroeder and coworkers [4, 17-20, 23, 27, 28] developed an image-based micro-hydrodynamic trap in the straining flow of a cross-slot microchannel for highresolution confinement of single micron-sized objects. In all of the studies mentioned, the experiments were conducted at low strain rates (up to 1 s -1 ), as the aim of their experiments was to immobilise a target, such as fluorescent beads, single cells or stretching soft and very flexible DNA molecules.
Recently, cell phenotyping based on cell deformability using cross-slot microchannels has become popular [24, 25, 29, 30] . Gossett et al. [24] and Henry et al. [25] applied extremely high strain rates (about 10 5 s −1 ) for a high throughput of 2000 cell/s. However, it is very likely that their crosschannels did not provide uniform strain rate flow with the presence of targets, as the size of the targets were relatively large compared to the width of the channels. Moreover, the residence time of the sample was O(10 −5 s), which is not suitable for exposing the objects to a straining flow over a long period of time.
Regarding the velocity measurements at the cross-slot junction, some researchers obtained the velocity field by measuring the velocity of a few tracked particles and substituting their velocity in the velocity equations (equation 1) of the pure straining flow [4] . Others conducted micro-PIV measurements to measure the more accurate velocity field and the strain rate [31, 32] . Some numerically simulated the flow in the cross junction using commercial software [33] . However, none of the investigations mentioned above used micro-PIV to fully characterise the flow in the cross-slot re-gion for a wide range of flow rate and accurately compare the flow with a pure straining flow by removing the bias error from the camera misalignment, and also investigating the small fluctuations of the stagnation point. Using a numerical simulation, Dylla-spears et al. [33] showed that the strain rate changes less than 5% within a radius of w/16
in the vicinity of the stagnation point, where w is the width of the channel. Pathak and Hudson [31] conducted micro-PIV to measure the velocity field of the flow of a non-Newtonian fluid and reported the strain rate changes less than 5% within a radius of w/4.
Present study
The problem which motivated us to characterise straining flows was the cyanobacterium Anabaena circinalis (10 − 300 µm filamentous waterborne microorganisms), which is the cause of significant water contamination issues worldwide. Specifically, we are interested in the potential mechanical damage to cyanobacteria that may be caused by the strain rate of the flow [34] [35] [36] [37] . The previous studies on the effect of strain rate on cyanobacteria were carried out in turbulent flows [34, 37, 38] , from which only anecdotal evidence and sometimes opposite trends of suspected mechanical damage were reported (over a strain rate range of 2 and 18 s -1 ). Hence, our strategy here is to apply a spatio-temporally uniform high strain rate in a fluidic straining device using a stagnation point flow to characterise the physical strength of these species.
There are also other studies, such as Lee et al. [39] , who used an extensional flow, however without a stagnation point, consequently these devices cannot be used for confining objects. Furthermore, they are not capable of producing zero velocity point flow (pure extensional), which is our main interest. No such extensional flow can provide long-term confinement in a fixed location, which is suitable for our purpose.
In this paper, however, we only focus on the design, velocity and strain rate characterisation of micron-sized and miniature devices to produce extensional flows with high strain rate. Here, we report micro-PIV measurements in a cross-slot mi-crochannel and a miniature four-roll mill to obtain the velocity field and calculate the strain rate in both devices. The final objectives of these experiments are to calibrate the strain rate versus flow rate and also to determine the extent of the spatially uniform strain rate region, thereby studying the possibility of conducting experiments to investigate the effect of uniform and high enough strain rates on cyanobacteria. Furthermore, this feasibility study can be generalised for applying high strain rates to other micron-sized objects. No such experiment has been previously carried out to fully characterise the straining flow in a cross-slot microchannel and at the same time, to compare with a miniature four-roll mill with water as the medium.
For this we manufactured a cross-slot micro channel with the width of 400 µm, and a four-roll mill with spacing between rollers of 500 µm, which is smaller than ever done previously. 
where (d/2 + r) is the distance between the roller's axis and the centre of the four-roll mill. The dimensions listed in table 1 were chosen in order to satisfy equation 4. Table 1 : Dimensions of the miniature four-roll based on the parameters shown in figure 1 . The multipass technique was combined with a window deformation algorithm [40, 41] to reduce the random error caused by deformation of the measured flow.
3 Cross-slot microchannel:
Experiments
The complete fabrication protocol of the microchannels using soft-lithography has been detailed in Akabridoust et al. [42] . In short, using The depth of correlation (δz c ) is calculated using [43] :
where M = 20× and NA = 0.45 are the magnification and numerical aperture, respectively, of the objective lens. Parameter th is a threshold that determines whether an image of the particle can contribute the correlation function (typically equal to 0.01 [43] ). As such, the depth of correlation was 7.8 µm, which is suitable for this feasibility study as the thickness of the target objects (diameter of the cell of a Anabaena circinalis filaments) is between 5 to 10 microns. In our experiments the effective diameter of the particle image [44, 45] was d e = 28.8 µm and when it is projected back to the flow it is 1.44 µm. Therefore, the micro-PIV measurement uncertainty [47] was 144 nm. To calculate the strain rate, the gradients of velocity map ( ∂u ∂x ) and ( ∂v ∂y ) were calculated by fitting a Savitzky-Golay differentiation filter on a set of 5 × 5 velocity data points to a third-order polynomial in the least-squares sense. Strain rate was calculated by:
In order to quantitatively compare the mea-sured velocity field and the uniformity of the strain rate to an ideal hyperbolic flow, equations:
that present a linear velocity field with an unknown centre of (X o , Y o ) and unknown γ eq (an equivalent strain rate that is a constant strain rate for a given flow rate) were fitted to the velocity field.
Non-linear equations were solved using the Newton-Raphson method, and the position of centre (X o , Y o ) and the equivalent strain rate (γ eq ) were determined.
x, y (mm) However, as mentioned earlier, it is necessary for us to use water as the medium.
These fluctuations most likely stem from slight eccentric and unsynchronised rotations of the rollers. By monitoring the signal of the circuit of the rollers, it was found that each roller has 3% inconsistency in the magnitude of its angular speed.
Whilst to quantify the possible eccentric rotation, the rotating rollers were imaged and the locations of some arbitrary points on the edges of the rollers were tracked.
To confirm that the fluctuations of the stagna- 
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Cross-slot microchannel:
Results and discussions To provide the possibility of the investigation into uniformity of strain rate for all the flow rates together, the non-dimensional parameter γ * is defined as: Finally the strain rate of the velocity field at a central region of the cross-slot microchannel (−0.6w < x, y < 0.6w) is plotted in figure 18 . The error bars represent twice the standard deviation of the strain rate over this region. A common practice [32] is to relate the strain rate and flow rate by a linear relationship. In the present study, based on least-square fit we found:
where Q is in (µL/hr) and γ is in (s -1 ). The strain rate in the cross junction can be crudely estimated using [16] :
which is the average inlet velocity divided by half of the width of the channel, where velocity reaches from its maximum value to zero. Therefore, due to the effect of the wall, this formula underestimates the strain rate. Also by increasing Q a systematic departure from the experimental data was observed. This estimation is shown in figure 18 along with the measured strain rates.
For a more systematic analysis of the dependence of γ eq on the experimental parameters, we propose a non-dimensional analysis. Therein, γ eq is assumed to be a function of the flow rate (Q), the geometry parameters (h and w), and fluid properties -density (ρ) and viscosity (µ). The dimensional analysis would suggest:
where Re D h is Reynolds number (Re D h = ρV D h /µ), D h is hydraulic diameter (D h = hw/(2h + 2w)) and α = h/w. For our study, we have only a single α = 0.1, and figure 19 shows the dependence of γ eq /γ est on Re D h . However, γ eq /γ est turns out to be a constant within the measurement errors, and it is found that γ eq /γ est = 1.13 ± 0.02.
In future it would be worthwhile to consider other aspect ratios (α). In any case, the non-dimensional analysis provides a framework to fully characterise the strain rate at the cross-slot junction.
It is seen that strain rates of up to 142 s -1 could be reached in this microfluidic device, whereas 6 s -1 is the highest reported strain rate in conventional four-roll mills [9] and in our miniature four roll-mill. Therefore, not only does the cross-slot microchannel enable the study of micron-sized objects in a uniform straining flow, but it also provides the possibility of applying a high strain rate to micronscaled objects.
It should be noted that due to the no-slip con- circinalis filaments (about 5 to 10 µm). Therefore, when a A. circinalis filament is held at the stagnation point in the mid-section of the channel, it will be exposed to a flow with strain rates that are measured here. as all the instantaneous velocity vectors must be valid before averaging, which is often not the case [48] . The Average Image Method is limited in accuracy. This limitation stems from the fact that if too many images are added together, the visibility of the particles is diminished. The Average Correlation Method is known as the superior method compared to the other methods [49] . It is however, not possible to study time-resolved data when this method is employed. In this study a combination of the Average Image Method and the Average Cor- 
Summary and conclusions

A.3 Interrogation strategy
A multigrid algorithm with adaptive central difference interrogation (CDI) offsetting was employed, in which the interrogation window size is successively reduced to the desired resolution (the parameters are listed in table 3 ). The multigrid technique was combined with window deformation algorithm [40, 41] to reduce the random error caused by deformation of the measured flow.
A.4 Averaging method. Step 2 -Average Correlation Method
After applying the first averaging method and correlating the images, the Average Correlation Method was applied to obtain a more accurate velocity field and strain rate. In this technique the correlations were averaged over N >500 realisations. Each measurement was carried out over four minutes and after applying the Average Image Method, N=1198 realisations were achieved. However, averaging correlations over the first 500 reali-sations was sufficient for the convergence of the correlation map. To reach sub-pixel accuracy (to avoid pixel locking), a "Gaussian fit" estimator (that yields the best result amongst other three-point estimators, such as "Centroid" and "Parabolic fit") was fitted to the correlation peak [50] . As previously mentioned, the local displacement obtained from each interrogation window is determined by the location of the correlation peak. Therefore, an increase in probability of the correlation peak detection leads to a decrease in the probability of unrealistic/spurious velocity existence. To determine the probability of the detection of the tallest peak, "peak detectability" (D 0 ) is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the tallest peak to the second tallest peak in correlation function [51] .
To compare the effect of the pre-processing tech- was less than 2%. In other words, in this region the relation du dx = dv dy = γ is held with the accuracy of 2%.
A.5 Spurious vector treatment
